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Dear Reader,
The online world can be a confusing place. In this issue of our newsletter, we present individuals
and organizations that have made it their mission to guide you through the opportunities and
pitfalls created by digital technologies. Whether they prepare individuals for digital careers, ensure
our children’s safety online, or enable citizens to take part in the deliberations of local
government, we are all better off for their work.
This newsletter is your guide to the goings-on in the America for Bulgaria Foundation community,
so make sure you subscribe to stay in the know.

Online Savvy

Fellowship of Fact: A United
Front Against Disinformation

Cloudy and Burger Free: A
Recipe for Child-Friendly News

Whether you are 9 years old or 99, the Media

News portal Look! translates the world of adults

Literacy Coalition has your back online.

into the language of children.

FIND OUT MORE

FIND OUT MORE

Annals of Online Learning

Why Going Digital Does Not Mean more Screentime?
The Center for Creative Training has been changing teachers’ minds about technology
since 2007.

FIND OUT MORE

Game Changers

Coding a Better Future for
Vratsa with Vratsa Software

Teenovators Favor World
Shaping over Window Shopping

Vratsa Software Community’s work changes lives

They are in their teens but are already working to

and may help transform an entire Bulgarian

resolve our world’s most pressing challenges.

region.

FIND OUT MORE
FIND OUT MORE

Digital Democracy

Civil Society Organizations Are the New Cyber Watchdogs
The Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law works to facilitate citizens’ and state
institutions’ participation in public life through digital means.

FIND OUT MORE

Don’t Miss Out
Our call for proposals in agritourism closes tonight. Submit your application before midnight to
enter!

Stay in touch
Be the first to learn about new opportunities: subscribe to this newsletter and follow us on
Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Stay safe,
Your friends at the America for Bulgaria Foundation

Spread the good
Please share our content with your friends if you like it. Thank you!
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